PLEASE SEND US YOUR QUOTATIONS BY HAND OR EMAIL: msd@ksu.edu.sa
OR BY FAX: 4775663, IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO QUOTE FOR ITEMS BELOW,
PLEASE SEND US NO QUOTE WITH COMPANY STAMP.

TOP URGENT!!!!!

13144

12 Sep 18

ENGINEERING AFFAIRS KAUH
ENGINEERING AFFAIRS

1 05355223 EA/1 2 PORTABLE LIFT (PLATFORM) PLATFORM SIZE: L= 69 CM, W= 66 CM, H= 114 CM

2 01161225 EA/1 1 VAT- VALUE ADDED TAX

NOTE: MEDICAL DEVICES MARKETING AUTHORIZATION (MDMA) CERTIFICATE FROM SFDA SHOULD BE ATTACHED WITH QUOTATION***********

THANK YOU
DESCRIPTION FOR PORTABLE LIFT (PLATFORM)

- PORTABLE LIFT (PLATFORM - TYPE)
- WORKING HEIGHT = 11.02 METERS (35 FT, 6 INCHES)
- PLATFORM HEIGHT = 9.02 METERS (29 FT, 6 INCHES)
- BASE WIDTH = 0.74 METERS (2 FT, 5 INCHES)
- LIFT CAPACITY = 159 KG (350 LBS)
- PLATFORM SIZE: L = 69 CM, W = 66 CM, H = 114 CM
- TOOLS TRAY
- CADDY FOR FLUORESCENT TUBE
- PLATFORM LOCATING LASER LIGHT
- AC POWER TO PLATFORM
- AC POWER SOURCE = 240 VOLTS / 50 - 60 HZ
- DC POWER SOURCE = 12 VOLTS BATTERY WITH AUTOMATIC CHARGING SYSTEM
- SUPPLY AT LOCATION WITH CERTIFICATE, (3) THREE YEARS WARRANTY AND GUARANTEE

QUANTITY: (2) TWO

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING AFFAIRS

[Signature]

ENGR. MAJED AL-HARBI